Schedule for the Remainder of the Term

T  11/29: Exam 2 review, Intro to the metacircular evaluator (MC Eval)
         Problem set 9 out

W 11/30: Make up class: Continued explanation of the metacircular
         evaluator (Class from 11:30-12:20 in Olsen 413. Notes to
         be distributed to those who can’t be in class)

Th 12/1: MC Eval

T  12/6: No class. Instead, will have a review session on 12/15.
         Problem set 10 out via web.

Th 12/8: More on MC eval: lazy evaluation
         Problem set 9 due (two day extension due to rescheduled
         class on 12/6)

T  12/13: More on MC eval: amb evaluation
         In-class evaluations to be done
         Problem set 10 due

Th 12/15: Review Session for Final (reading day, same room, same time)

M 12/19: 8am, final exam